Patchwork Quilts

Throughout history quilting has been used for bedding, clothing, shelter, decoration, and as a means of personal expression and community service efforts. In the early American home, quilts were an essential. The American Revolution (1776-1781) yielded a growing American textile industry, consequently resulting in distinct American quilting styles. Elaborate and orderly patchwork designs exemplify those new American traditions.

**Morning Star** (*Star of Bethlehem or Lone Star*)
Patchwork Quilts

Throughout history quilting has been used for bedding, clothing, shelter, decoration, and as a means of personal expression and community service efforts. In the early American home, quilts were an essential. The American Revolution (1776-1781) yielded a growing American textile industry, consequently resulting in distinct American quilting styles. Elaborate and orderly patchwork designs exemplify those new American traditions.

Log Cabin
Patchwork Quilts

Throughout history quilting has been used for bedding, clothing, shelter, decoration, and as a means of personal expression and community service efforts. In the early American home, quilts were an essential. The American Revolution (1776-1781) yielded a growing American textile industry, consequently resulting in distinct American quilting styles. Elaborate and orderly patchwork designs exemplify those new American traditions.
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